Agenda - October 4^{th}, 2006 (Cloud 334)*

1:30 Call to Order
   Announcements

1:35 Approve Minutes of the September 20^{th}, 2006 meeting

1:40 New Business
   Seating of new members

  Proposal from the Physical Education and Dance Department (Daniel Hayes)
   #P06-10-04-01 PE 19 “Movement Improvisation” (1 unit)
   New permanent course

1:50 Proposal from the Social Sciences Department (Darlene Alioto)
   #P06-10-04-02 AM C 5 “Comics, Power and Society” (3 units)
   New permanent course

2:00 Proposal from the Film Production Department (Lidia Szajko)
   #P06-10-04-03 FILM 85 “Advanced Screenwriting” (3 units)
   New permanent course

2:05 Proposal from the Interdisciplinary Studies (IDST) Department (Lauren Muller)
   #P06-10-04-04 IDST 37 “Ethnic Minorities in the United States” (3 units)
   Online section of an existing course

2:10 Proposal from the Broadcast Electronic Media Arts Department (Francine Podenski)
   #P06-10-04-05 Live Sound certificate
   New certificate

2:15 Proposals from the Computer Science Department (Tom Boegel)
   #P06-10-04-07 CS 132X “Ruby on Rails Workshop” (1 unit)
   New experimental course
   #P06-10-04-08 CS 132A “Ruby Programming” (3 units)
   New permanent course

* Presenters are asked to arrive a few minutes prior to their scheduled time.
If the scheduled time is not convenient please call x5178 to request a change.
2:25 Proposal from the English Department (John Batty-Sylvan)
#P06-10-04-06 ENGL 40 “Advanced Composition” (3 units)
Online section of an existing course

2:30 Proposal(s) from the Matriculation Office (Carl Jew and Kitty Moriwaki presenting subcommittee recommendations for Prerequisites, Corequisites and Advisories)

Chemistry Department (Raymond Fong)
#M06-10-04-01 CHEM 40 “Introduction to Chemical Principles”
Prerequisite: ET 108B “Practical Mathematics II”
(in addition to MATH 840, already approved as prereq)

Earth Sciences (Katryn Wiese)
#M06-10-04-02 GEOL 10L “Introduction to Geology Laboratory”
Advisory: MATH 840 “Elementary Algebra” or ET 108B “Practical Mathematics II”

#M06-10-04-03 OCAN 1L “Oceanography Laboratory”
Advisory: MATH 840 “Elementary Algebra” or ET 108B “Practical Mathematics II”

English Department (John Batty-Sylvan)
#M06-10-04-04 SPCH 1A “Elements of Public Speaking”
Prerequisite: ENGL 96 “Academic Writing and Reading”
Delete prerequisite: ENGL 93 or 94

Film Department (Lidia Szajko)
#M06-10-04-05 FILM 85 “Advanced Screenwriting”
Prerequisite: FILM 75 “Screenwriting”

Graphics Communications Department (Arthur Curtis)
#M06-10-04-06 GRPH 101A “Beginning Adobe InDesign”
Prerequisite: GRPH 25 “Introduction to Graphic Arts Microcomputer” or IDST 120 “Computer Skills for Multimedia”
Delete prerequisite: GRPH 99A “Beginning QuarkXPress”

Advisory: GRPH 27 “Survey of Print Production”
Delete advisories: GRPH 98A “Beginning Adobe Photoshop” and GRPH 100A “Beginning Adobe Illustrator”
Licensed Vocational Nursing Department (Chita Torres)

#M06-10-04-07 VOCN 42A “Adult Medical Surgical Nursing I”
Prerequisite: VOCN 41A “Fundamentals of Vocational Nursing” and VOCN 41B “Basic Medical/Surgical Nursing” and VOCN 41C “Basic Medical/Surgical Skills Lab” and VOCN 41D “Pharmacology” and VOCN 41E “Anatomy and Physiology”

#M06-10-04-08 VOCN 42B “Adult Medical Surgical Nursing II”
Prerequisite: VOCN 41A – 41E

#M06-10-04-09 VOCN 42C “Adult Medical Surgical Skills Lab”
Prerequisite: VOCN 41A – 41E

#M06-10-04-10 VOCN 42D “Mental Health Nursing”
Prerequisite: VOCN 41A – 41E

#M06-10-04-11 VOCN 43A “Concepts in Community Health Nursing”
Prerequisite: VOCN 41A – 41E and VOCN 42A “Adult Medical Surgical Nursing I” and VOCN 42B “Adult Medical Surgical Nursing II” and VOCN 42C “Adult Medical Surgical Skills Lab” and VOCN 42D “Mental Health Nursing” and VOCN 42E “Nutrition”

#M06-10-04-12 VOCN 43B “Maternity Nursing”
Prerequisite: VOCN 42A – 42E

#M06-10-04-13 VOCN 43C “Pediatric Nursing”
Prerequisite: VOCN 42A – 42E

#M06-10-04-14 VOCN 43D “Advanced Medical Surgical Nursing”
Prerequisite: VOCN 42A – 42E

#M06-10-04-15 VOCN 43E “Advanced Medical Surgical Skills Lab”
Prerequisite: VOCN 42A – 42E

Math Department (Dennis Piontkowski)

#M06-10-04-16 MATH 860 “Intermediate Algebra”

Change from prerequisite to advisory:
Advisory: MATH 850 “Applied Geometry” or MATH 855 “Geometry”

2:35 Informational item from the Behavioral Sciences Department (George Shardlow)

#I06-10-04-01 SOC 1AC “Introduction to Sociology: Focus on American Cultures” (3 units)
Course deletion

Informational items from the Graphic Communications Department (Arthur Curtis)

#I06-10-04-02 GRPH 25 “Intro to Mac Graphics” (3 units)
Revision of course title from “Intro to Graphic Arts Microcomputer”

#I06-10-04-03 GRPH 99B “Advanced InDesign/QuarkXpress” (3 units)
Revision of course title from “Advanced Digital Page Layout”

2:45 Adjournment